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  FGA ftigebra$ a:e certaiR geraded a}gebras iRtyodgced b.y Shokgr6v ik
hi$ consÅíruction of 4-feld leg fiips [5]. Shokurov reduced the existeRce of

log flips in dimens. ion d to the log Minimal Model Program in dimension
d-1 and the finite generation of FGA algebras in dimension d-1. TEhus,
the finite generation of FGA algebras would suffice for an inductive
proof gf the existekce gf log fiips.

  rcA algebras are known t,o be fuitely generated in dimension ene
and two (Shokurov [5]). In this note we px'esent• the finite generation
of FGA algebras in the toric case [1]. 'Ihe key ingredient is a universal
upper bound o!i the width of a convex body in terms of t,he number of
lakice pciRts it contaiRs [4].

FGA algebras. Let (X/S,B) be the data consisting of a proper sur-
jective morphism T: X - S of complex algebraic varieties, and a
leg vayiety (X, B) with Kawamata log terminal siBgu}arities such that

- (K + B) is nef akd big yelative t,o x.

  rMie simplest example of an FGA algebra is the graded Os-algebra

           oo
R./.(D) = e T.O.. (iD),

           i=g

for a Cartier divisor D on X. The finite generation of Rx/s(D) is a
consequence of the Log Mintmal Model Program in dimension dim(X).
  in general, an FGA algebra is a graded subalgebra L g Rx(D)
satisfying aR extra preperty called asymptotic saturatioi}. To explain
thi$, we Reed some preparatien. Tl}e pro.lective RormalizatioR ef L is
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  `2The preblem of the g#ite generatiok gf FGA algebras was rendered ebselet•e

by a recentresu}t of Kacoit and MCKerftan [3]. Using ideas of Siu, Kavv'amata aud
Nakayama on extensions of pluricanonical forms, they simplified Shokurov's reduc-
tion argument, showing that d-dimensional log fiips exist if the (d- 1)-dimensional

log Minimal Model Program holds for log varieties (X,B) whose boundary B has
real ceeficieRts.
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also a graded s山 algebraof Rx;s(D）ぅandit has a presentation 
。む

L＝⑪πi*Ox;(Mふ
Z之江。

where μi: xi －→ X is a birational modification，町＝ πofli and Mi is 
a 7ri-free divisor on Xi・ We訟符 replacethe xi's by higher birational 
models, so that Xi is nonsingular and contains a simple normal cross-
ings divisor which supports both Kxi -μ間十B)and 1V1i・ ’Then Lis 
called asymptotically saturated if 

九 Ox；（「Kxi-p;(K十 B)+ tMil）日j*Oxj(M川 j三1

Asymptotic saturation involves apriori infinitely many birational mod-
els of X. If dim(X）ぎ 2,its particular case iコ jbounds the sir叩 ilar-
ities on X of the (non-complete) linear systems !Lil C liDI, and this 
in turn can be used to restate asymptotic saturation in terms of just 
one birational model of X. Finite generation follows then by a stan-
dard argument. It is an interesting open question whether a similar 
approach works for dim(X）三 3.

In the toric case, we do not know if the above approach works. In-
steadう weinterpret toric asymptotic saturation only in terms of the 
limit li叫 吋00%Mi, which can be regarded as (the support fu凶 ionof) 
a convex肥 t口.The finite generation of toric FGA algebras becomes 
then a criterion for 口tobe rational and polyhedral. 

Convex附 ts.Let N be a latticeヲwithdual lattice M う letN1R and MIR 
be the scalars extensior民 withi出 ucedpairing （・9・）： M設× N汲→ R
For a function h: NIR→ R define 

白h= {m EMIR; （瓜めと h(e）ぅVeεN朕｝

口h={m EMIR; (m,e) > h(e）ぅVeE NIR ¥ 0}. 

For a norトemptycompact convex set口CMIR, its support function is 

h日： N殴→ Rh口（。）＝叫旦（m,e).
m七L」

The set of noかemptycompact convex subsets of MIR is in bijection 
with the set of functions h: Nnぇ→ Rsatisfying 

( i) r:削 itivelyhomogeneous: h（入e)＝入h(e)for入ど O,eεN政・
(ii) up~r convex: h(e1十匂）三 h(e1）十h(e2)for eiぅe2E Ni蕊－

The correspondence is given by口同 hrュandhト→口h・

Definition 1. A log discre戸 ncyfunction is a positively homogeneous, 
continuous function ψ：N股 → Rsuch thatψ（。） > 0 for e手札 and
{e E N1R；ψ（e) ~ l} is a compact set. 
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Torie FGA algebras. For simplicityう weassume that S is a point. 

Thus X = TN emb（ム） is a proper torus embeddingぅB＝乞ε仏（1）弘V(e)
is an invariant Q-divisor and K + B is Q-Cartier. This means that there 
exists a function ψ：NITf.→ Rsuch thatψ（ e) = 1-4 for every eε ム（1）ぅ
and ψisム占near.Since ( XうB)has Kawamata log terminal singular-
itiesう ψisa log discrepancy function. The terminology is inspired by 
the following property: a primitive lattice point e E N defines a toric 

valuation Ve of Xう andthe log discrepancy of (XうB)at Ve is exactly 
ψ（e). Alsoぅnotethat -(K + B) is nef if and only if －ψis upper convex. 

Any invariant normal algebra is of the form 
。c

L = $( EB cxm) 

where （口i）位。 isa sequence of lattice convex polytopes in Mfif. satisfying 
the following properties: 

ー口。＝ {O}. 
ー口i＋口JC口i+jfor i, j三1.
ー口：＝ U色 1t口isa bounded convex set. 

The algebra is finitely generated if and only if口t＝口 forsome i. For 
an example of such a sequenceう品ca compact convex set口C MITf., and 
let口tbe the convex hull of M n i口．

Since limits of upper convex functions converge uniformly on com-
pact sets, the asymptotic saturation of L with respect to (X, B) is 
equivalent to the following Diophantine property 

M n口jh－ψζ 口jぅ¥ijと1.

Then L is finitely generated if and only if口isa rational polytopeう i.e.
the convex hull of finitely many rational points, and this follows from 
the following result: 

Theorem 2. Letψte a log discrepancy function and let口CMfif. te 
a non-empty com凹ctconvex set with sup戸rtfunction h. Assume that 
the following pro戸rtieshold: 

(i) M n口jhーψζj口forevery j > 1. 
(ii) h －ψis up~r convex. 

Then口isa rational :rnlyto戸・

Theorem 2 is proved by induction on dimension. Consider the unit 
sphere S(N11~ ） with respect to some norm on Nfif.. Using Z五ophan
Approximation [2］う weshow that every point eεS ( NITf.) is contained 
in the relative interior of a rational polyhedral coneσe on which h口
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i日rationaland linear with respect to some fan with supportσe・ If 
dim（σe) = dim(N) for every e, one can use the compactness of S(Nn~ ） 
to finish the proof. Otherwiseぅweincrement the dimension of σ引 using
restriction to an appropriate face of D and induction on dimension. 
The key idea behind the induction st叩 isto bound the pairs （口ψ）
appearing in Theorem 2う assumingthat口isa rational polytope. The 
general case is a combination of the following two examples: 

1) If D is a rational polytope of maximal dimension, property ( i) is 
equivalent to 

ムロ（l)<;;;{eε N1R.；ψ（e）三 1}.

Hereムロ isthe ample fan in N associated to口う definedby 
。。

’I":v emb（ムロ） = p吋eEB cxm), 
i=O mEMniO 

andム口（1)is tl日 setof primitive lattice vectors on the one dimensior凶 l
cones ofム.It follows thatム口 belongsto a finite family of fansう bythe 
compactness of the level sets of ψ． 

2) H己＝ {O｝今 property( i) is eq出valentto 

M門口一ψ＝{O}. 

日y(ii) and Karma吋 ρvaszうお effective bound [4] of the width of a convex 
set in terms of the number of lattice points it contains, there exists 

e E N ¥ 0 such that ψ代）十ψ（－e）三 C,where C is a positive constant 
depending on the dimension of the lattice N only. 
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